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Some writers are influential enough to have their own adjective – Shakespearean, cervantino, 

Dickensian, Kafkaesque, Orwellian. (Douglas Adams should have one, but Adamsian sounds 

odd). Charles Fort is honoured not only with the adjective Fortean but also with the noun 

Forteana. What is, what are, Forteana? 

Weird stuff. The creepy goings-on reported over and over in different times and different 

cultures: ghosts and ghouls, hauntings and hexings, raining frogs and hailing eels, shadowy 

creatures of the deep and hairy beasts of the hills, imps and goblins, telekinesis, mind-

reading, apparitions of the dead, things that go bump in the night... 

This book is to some degree a study of Forteana, with lucid studies of Faery, ufology, 

mythmaking, mothmen and psychedelic elves, but, more importantly, it is a study of Fort and 

of the Fortean method, a study of Fortism. The essence of the varied chapters is that Fort is 

worthy of attention because his way of doing business is worthy of attention. So what is the 

Fortean method? 

Jeff Kripal, in the delightful Foreword, examines this question. Fort represents open 

inquiry into any aspect of human experience, regardless of the self-arrogated authority of 

science and religion over such phenomena. Fort is authentically comparativist; neither his 

method nor judgement captive to any ideological principle. Fort reminds us, Jeff continues, 

that Fortean things happen all the time, in the past and in the present, in the cities and in the 

remote tribes. Tough materialism and rough rationalism have not triumphed over the weird. 

Jack Hunter, with his customary gentlemanly style, explains why Fort – and his method – 

should be brought in from the cold. Fort is a model of enthusiasm, and cognitive and 

philosophical flexibility. He kept a cool head in the bizarre world of ‘intermediatism,’ that 

which is real and not real, ‘a kind of ontological indeterminacy,’ writes Jack, where a matter 

is not rejected a priori as impossible if it is reported. Especially if it is reported in countless 

examples in countless contexts. 

This is supremely valuable epistemology, Jack argues, a valuable way of conducting 

research, of living in the world. ‘Fort’s intermediatist philosophy goes some way towards 

achieving this kind of ontological destabilisation. According to this perspective nothing can 



be said to be wholly real, just as nothing can be said to be wholly unreal. This opens up the 

flood barriers, a process I have referred to elsewhere as “ontological flooding.”’ 

Nice. Let the waters in... 

Once the barriers open we have to abandon our previous rocks of refuge; such certainties 

may be submerged. We must float more freely yet never abandon good honest critical 

inquiry. Fort’s ‘intermediatism’ speaks to me of the Imaginal – that liminal, cosmic mode of 

space-time-perception where the strange and the numinous occur. The imaginal is the answer 

YES! to the question ‘is it inner or is it outer?’ YES! to the question ‘is it material or 

immaterial?’ YES! to the question ‘is it real or is it not real?’ 

Once the barriers open, Jack points out, the term ‘supernatural’ is stripped of meaning. All 

these matters belong to nature. All is natural. Hence the ‘damned’ nature of these ‘damned 

facts.’ They have long been called not natural, and thus condemned as the outflow of 

fanaticism, demonism, delusion or madness. Not mad at all, Fort demonstrates. We would be 

mad to claim they do not or cannot occur. Therein lies the value of Fort’s indefatigable 

cataloguing; his hundreds of small boxes filled with indexed cards. The world is saturated by 

the Weird. 

By way of illustration, we have Roberta Harris Short’s account of her traumatic 

precognitive dream with which she introduces her chapter, employing multiple viewpoints 

and multiple theories to evaluate the puzzling reality of her dream vision. 

Amber Sepie reflects on the method of Fort, with particular focus on her own experiences 

in anthropological research into spirit possession. Like Jack, she welcomes a degree of 

Fortean methodology into the rarefied air of scholarly research. 

David Barrett explores the fact-fiction conflict in the myth of British Israelism. 

Zangari et al. examine mediumship, spirits, poltergeist and aliens in Brazil. 

Fortean phenomena all, scrutinised with the Fortean method of open critical inquiry. 

There are parallels drawn with William James and with the practical method he named 

Radical Empiricism. This is the focus of Timothy Grieve-Carlson’s excellent chapter. 

Parallels with John Keel – author of The Mothman Prophecies – the subject of David 

Clarke’s study. In Keel many of those conundrums thrown up by Fort are played out in sharp 

relief. Did Keel really believe all he wrote about UFOs and alien beasties? How far did the 

demands of fiction, the demands of selling books, influence the direction of his books? Like 

Fort, Keel did not take himself too seriously; theories are proposed and revised and often later 

discarded. Like Fort, Keel was not to be pinned down to a simple explanation or overarching 



theory. Like Fort, Keel boldly explored that intermediate, interdeterminate zone of anomalous 

phenomena. 

Parallels with the Interzone of Burroughs – a nightmarish fictional-factional world of 

sexual bugs, phantom junkies, corrupt flesh and occult powers, one of the many subjects of 

James Harris’ freewheeling trip through mystical, magical and mysterious space-time 

trippers. 

Parallels with John Lilly, also included in Harris’ study, and his outings-of-body into 

interplanetary intertemporality. 

Parallels with Borges, also included in Harris’ study, and his infinite geometric library and 

moments of timeless reveries; a vision that Harris dubs Librarynth, a mysteriously 

indeterminate zone that I have been exploring for years, and that Borges considered both 

mystical and poetic. Indeed, I would offer a term by Borges as a beautiful definition of 

Forteana: ‘the interstices of reason’ – los intersticios de sinrazón – in the fabric of reality that 

remind us that we are dreaming the world. Borges collected anecdotes from the poetries of 

the world in the hundreds of small boxes filled with indexed cards that was his prodigious 

memory – a vast library behind his blind eyes. 

Parallels with Evans-Wentz and his exploration of Faery, the subject of Robin Jarrell’s 

chapter. The stories of Faery are shown to have many parallels with the stories of UFOlogy: 

wee folk, abduction, strange lights, different orders of time, strange noesis… Again, we are in 

that realm between fact and fiction, reality and fantasy, truth and falsehood. And it is 

delightful. 

Parallels with chapters not yet written… 

with Myers and his obsessive cataloguing of accounts of contact with the dead... 

with Jung and his pursuit of alchemical knowledge and his dialogue with denizens of the 

vast psyche... 

with Jung’s associate Aniela Jaffé, who writes at the beginning of her thoroughgoing 

Fortean catalogue Apparitions: ‘In our so-called age of technology, there are no less that 

1200 readers of a German Swiss fortnightly who considered it worth their while to report 

“irrational” incidents. […] This is proof not only of the lively interest such questions arouse, 

but shows that “occult” or, as they are often termed, “super-sensory” or “supernatural” 

experiences may be more common than we are generally ready to admit.’1... 

 
1 Jaffé, A. (1979). Apparitions: An Archetypal Approach to Death Dreams and Ghosts, (C. G. Jung, foreword), 

Dallas, Texas: Spring Publications, p. 5. 



with Colin Wilson (Jack does touch on the relationship between Fort’s ‘witchcraft’ and 

Wilson’s ‘Faculty X’), and his marathon forays into Mysteries, The Supernatural, The Occult 

and even Beyond The Occult (dare we venture?)… 

with Arthur C. Clarke (touched on by Eden French and Christopher Laursen in their 

spirited chapter on mercurial transmediumizers), whose books Mysterious World, World of 

Strange Powers and Chronicles of the Strange and Mysterious were my childhood 

introduction to the Weird, and have now been adopted by my daughter... 

with John Michel and Robert J.M Rickard’s Phenomena, which sets out the Fortean 

method in terms that would appeal to Jack and his contributors: ‘An inclusive cosmology, 

that is what we have in mind: a total world-view which accepts, without moral judgments and 

without rationalistic censorship, the entire range of repeated human experience.’2... 

with Patrick Harpur, whose work Daimonic Reality explores the murky world of human-

entity relationships… 

And so on, and so on... The currents of Forteana flow freely through our world. We live – 

we have always lived – in Fortean Times. 

Myers concluded in 1903 that with his own and others’ tireless research into psychical 

research and anomalous phenomena, finally ‘a sound beginning has been made, and whatever 

may be possible hereafter need not be wasted on a fresh start.3 William James (friend of 

Myers) and Charles Fort envisioned a future where no field of study was forbidden on 

ideological grounds. Jeff Kripal wonders in the Foreword ‘what our shared fields would look 

like had we followed the damned comparisons and irreverent deconstructions of science and 

religion of Charles Fort. Much weirder and funnier, no doubt. And, I dare say, way more 

interesting.’ 

This volume builds on the foundations laid by Myers, inspired by the open inquiry of 

James and Fort, and goes some way to realising Jeff’s daydream. Jack has assembled an 

impressive squad of explorers in this volume, all willing to put their shoulder – the shoulder 

of curiosity, experience and critical review – to the Wheel of the Weird. It is a splendid book. 

Fortissimo! 

 

 

 

 
2 Michell, J., & Rickard, J.M. (1977). Phenomena: A Book of Wonders. London: Thames & Hudson, p.9. 
3 Myers F. (1903). Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death (S. Smith, Ed.) New York: Longmans, 

Green & Co, p. 406. 


